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Observations on the Text of Artemidorus,
Onirocritica Book 1
JOHN A. HOULIHAN
The most recent edition of the Onirocritica, that of Roger A. Pack, appeared
in 1963.' An Arabic version had been discovered in 1959, too late for Pack
to make use of it,^ but he later^ established that its Vorlage derived from the
archetype independently of the ancestor of the known Greek manuscripts,
and is therefore of significant textual value. In this paper I examine Pack's
text of Book 1 systematically in conjunction with the Arabic version
(henceforward abbreviated as "Ar"), and note all changes to the text
warranted by Ar's readings. For the sake of completeness, I have also
summarized the textual improvements made by other scholars since Pack's
edition appeared.'* I have not incorporated the numerous changes to the
Artemidori Daldiani onirocriticon libri v (Leipzig 1963); references to Pack in this paper,
unless otherwise specified, are to this edition, and citations of the Greek text are taken from it.
^ It was eventually edited by Toufic Fahd, under the title Artemidore d'Ephese: Le Livre des
songes traduit du grec en arabe par Hunayn B. Ishdq (Damascus 1964); subsequent references
to Fahd are to this edition. Citations of the Arabic version, usually given in translation, have
been based upon it, and verified against a facsimile of the manuscript, which Professor G. M.
Browne placed at my disposal.
^ In "On Artemidorus and his Arabic Translator," TAPA 98 (1967) 313-26.
''
I refer repeatedly to the following: G. W. Bowersock, Fiction as History: Nero to Julian
(Berkeley 1994), henceforward "Bowersock"; G. M. Browne, "Ad Artemidorum Arabum," Le
Museon 97 (1984) 207-20 ("Browne I"), "Ad Artemidorum Arabum II," Le Museon 103
(1990) 267-82 ("Browne 11"), "Ad Artemidorum Arabum III," Le Museon 105 (1992) 173-86
("Browne III"); D. Del Corno, review of Pack, Gnomon 37 (1965) 669-79 ("Del Como I"),
"Appunti al testo di Artemidoro Daldiano," in Studi in onore di Anthos Ardiuoni (Rome 1978)
321-28 ("Del Corno 11"); G. Endress and D. Gutas (eds.), A Greek and Arabic Lexicon:
Materials for a Dictionary of the Mediceval Translations from Greek into Arabic (Leiden
I992-) ("Endress and Gutas"); A. J. Festugiere (trans.), Artemidore. La clef des songes (Paris
1975) ("Festugiere"); R. Pack, "On Artemidorus and his Arabic Translator," TAPA 98 (1967)
313-26 ("Pack I"), "Artemidoriana from the Escurial," TAPA 100 (1969) 331-36 ("Pack 11"),
"Artemidoriana Graeco-Arabica," TAPA 106 (1976) 307-12 ("Pack III"), "Artemidoriana
Qualiacumque," BASP 16 (1979) 121-24 ("Pack IV"); F. Rosenthal, "From Arabic Books and
Manuscripts XII: The Arabic Translation of Artemidorus," JAOS 85 (1965) 139-44
("Rosenthal"); E. Schmitt, Lexikalische Untersuchungen zur arabischen Ubersetzung von
Artemidors Traumbuch (Wiesbaden 1970) ("Schmitt"); H. Schwabl, "Kleinigkeiten zu
Artemidor," WS 100 (1987) 85-89 ("Schwabl I"), "Weitere Kleinigkeiten zu Artemidor," WS
101 (1988) 127-80 ("Schwabl 11"), "Dritte Kleinigkeiten zu Artemidor," WS 102 (1989) 123-
32 ("Schwabl III"), "Textkritische Nachlese zu Artemidor," MCr 25 (1992) 343-67 ("Schwabl
IV"), "Weitere textkritische Nachlese zu Artemidor," ICS 18 (1993) 249-62 ("Schwabl V").
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apparatus which Ar necessitates, but I hope eventually to produce a new
edition of the Onirocritica in which they will be included. I wish to express
my gratitude to Professor Gerald M. Browne for making available his
correspondence with Professor Pack, and for looking over this paper and
making suggestions for its improvement (as well as for directing my
dissertation,^ from which this paper is largely drawn).
3. 9 ev\)7iv(o\) Kai 6ve{po\): Ar "visions and confused dreams" (7. 6-7);
we should probably read evuTivioov Kai oveipcov, with V.
3. 10 aXko\q: Ar "other places" (7. 7). Pack (apud Browne II, 268)
suggests reading aXkoiq <T67toic;>.
3. 1 1 Kai * * e7rev5Ti: from here to aiJYYpa|i|ia (12) Ar has "and since I
assume that you will see that this treatise will not follow what is proper if
the beginning in it is not made from this concept" (7. 8-9), i.e. Kai eT:ei6Ti
<^-n evxeuGev dp^d|aevov> ocKoaiiov kt^ (Browne II, 267-68). It should be
noted, however, that Hans Schwabl (IV, 344-45) takes "if the beginning in
it is not made from this concept" as Ar's rather free translation of Kai
cooTiep o\)K ccTi' dpxTiq yevoiievov, and suggests merely inserting something
like <akX(i)C,> after dKoo|iov.
3. 13 For eivai read eival.
3. 14 For evuTiviov read evijKvio'u.
3. 17 For ea\)Td read ea-uxd.
4. 1 ocbiiaxoq |i6vo-u L'V: ownaxoc; LSAr. Pack has concluded (II,
334-35) that jiovo-u is to be deleted.
4. 2 <d . . . \j/-uxfi>: Ar here translates "and some of them are from the
soul and the body together" (8. 11-12). Browne (I, 208) suggests a
restoration of <d 6e i5ia Kai oco^axoi; Kai \fX)XX\(; xr\c, ax)xr\c^> with the loss
resulting from homoioteleuton. Where I'Sia appears in the prior two
clauses, Ar renders it ^ ^\ the presence of this phrase in the third clause
suggests i5ia again. Cf. also 16. 1, where Ar has "the soul and the body
together," again rendering Kai ocoiiaxoq Kai v|/\)%fi(; xfjq (x\)xx\c, {1. 19-20).
As for the transposition of the nouns, Rosenthal (141) attributes a similar
instance ("sister and daughter" at 18. 16 for 0\)yaxepa Kai d5e^9fiv at 9. 9)
to Arabic idiom.
4. 18-21 Ti . . . dvcbyov: Schwabl (II, 130-32), after Hercher, regards
this passage as an interpolation; therefore, he argues, Reiske's <x6 6v> is
unnecessary, and Ar shows no trace of it. The passage should be relegated
to the apparatus, and Reiske's emendation abandoned.
5. 2 KaxanoOev Reiske: ndvxoGev LV: Ar here (11. 1) reads "he
travelled (jL«) on the sea and ..." Perhaps k^eovxi 6fi9ev is a likelier
reading; cf. Schmitt, 163.
5. 8-9 Kai . . . xoiat)xa: om. Ar (Fahd 1 1 n. 9). Hercher was probably
correct in considering this passage an interpolation; cf. Del Como I, 676.
^ Artemidorus Arabus: Toward a New Edition of the Onirocritica (Urbana 1 997).
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5. 15 av ti priaecix; Enthoven: dvTippr|0e(O(; L: dviiGeaecoc; V: <av>
dvTippTiaecoq Ar ("about which no one will disagree" [11. 14-15]). Ar's
reading is to be preferred; see Pack III, 308.
6. 12 ETTJxev oi)K d^oYooc;: Browne (III, 173) suggests that, since Ar
reads "since it was drawn from imagination and reason, and the dream's
manifestation [lit. "what is seen of it"] was in accordance with rationality
and reason" (13. 8-9), mentioning "reason" twice, Artemidorus may have
written . . . exuxev <o'uk dX6yox)>, o\)k d^oycoc; d|j.a 0ecopo\)|i£va . .
.
6. 14 (pdvxaaiia L: (pda|ia VS and possibly Ar ("what we have said"
[13. 10], i.e. (pdo|ia perhaps interpreted as (pdoiq). The likelier reading,
therefore, is (pdo^a.
7. 3 [lovcp: om. Ar. Hercher was probably correct in deleting the word.
7. 8 d (id L) 6e Koivd: Ar "And some of the dreams [i.e. d taken as. the
anaphoric pronoun, not a relative presumptive to xaTJia in 8] are those
which he previously mentioned as being common" (14. 14-15); the added
phrase may support Schwabl's contention (IV, 347-49) that instead of
oriiiaivei in 7. 8 we should read armaiveiv in indirect discourse.
7. 9 Kax' ovap: om. Ar; correctly deleted by Hercher.
7. 1 1 Before fiA,{o\j, Ar adds "And as for some of them, one sees therein
what is seen, like ... " (15. 4-5; Fahd n. 5), perhaps having read (and
misunderstood) something like <oaa 5e nexecopa, ia\)xa> fiA.{ot) le (LV)
Kttl . .
.
7. 15-16 KaQoXiKoc, L: Ka0oA,iK6<; a\)xo\) VAr ("all of what we
described" [15. 10]). The reading of V and Ar is to be preferred.
7. 21 Tot)Xo\): Ar "to this man" (16. 2), i.e. probably xovxa), with L.
7. 22 xox)^ V: xovSe xov) LAr ("of his life ... " [16. 3]). Again, the
reading of L and Ar should be followed.
7. 23 xov navxbq <36i[iaxoq: om. Ar; Hercher was correct to delete the
phrase.
7. 23 For Ka{ read Kai.
7. 23 xex-ucpX,(oo0ai L: x\)(p^ov)O0ai VAr ("a person saw in his sleep
that his vision was failing" [16. 4]). The present infinitive seems more
likely.
8. 23 A-eyeiv V: 6ei7iveiv LAr; read 5eiKveiv (so Del Corno I, 674 and
Pack I, 321; see also Schwabl II, 132-36).
8. 26 After axa\)po\)a0ai Ar adds "or that the lightning-bolt fell upon
him and burned him" (18. 4—5; Fahd n. 4), i.e. <Kepa\)vo\)a0ai>, omitted
by homoioteleuton; see Pack III, 308.
9. 5-6 (pi^ei . . . d7io(3aiveiv: Ar "it indicates what befalls friends and
relatives" (18. 12-13); Browne (I, 208) suggests reading (pxXei <(p{^oiq>
Kttl xolq neXaq d7co(3a(veiv, explaining the loss of (piA-oic; as due to
homoiarchon.
9. 6 oiKeioxrixa xcov %peia)v: Ar "what is suitable to each and every one
of them" (18. 13), i.e. perhaps xwv xpeicbv <a\)x6)v>, with the loss due to
homoioteleuton.
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10. 21 After to aixiov Ar adds "because that was found not to be
correct" (21. 12-13); Browne (III, 173-74) suggests a Vorlage of ov yap
<6p6(oq eixev • ov Yap> kvbq iSovxoq . . . , another homoioteleuton error.
10. 26-27 01 . . . o\|/ei (o\|/eoiv L): Ar "which will comprehend them,
and hears that from different people [i.e. aA,X,oiq, with L] and in different
ways [i.e. Siacpopoiq ov|/eoiv, again with L]" (22. 6-7). The readings of L,
supported by Ar, are to be preferred.
11.9 cpijoei V: Kaxa cpijoiv LAr ("a natural thing" [23. 6]; the variation
against "the natural affairs" [23. 4] for xa (pvoei in 11. 8 suggests a
variation in Ar's Vorlage and in the archetype).
11. 10 xwv OTJ (L': om. L) [3A.e7:o|ievcov L: xcbv ovx eTioiievcov VAr
("which does not fit" [23. 6]), more likely the correct reading.
11.12 yivexai . . . tctKouoivt: Ar "like the one who is greedy if he sees
in his sleep that he evacuates the bowels" (23. 8); Pack (I, 323) suggests a
Vorlage of . . . xoiq evKopoiq <ovk aioiov> x6 GaKEijeiv. See also Del
Como I, 678 and, for an alternative explanation, Schwabl II, 136-38.
11. 19 navxaq Reiske: Ttdvxoov LV: Ar "to every dream, of necessity"
(24. 4-5), possibly <ndvxoL)(; eTti> ndvxcov, a homoiarchon error.
12. 6-7 6t)o 6e ipoKovq Ka0o>.iKo\)(;: Ar "as for this, which comprises
both those two classes" (24. 10-11); Ar supports reading xo\)xo\)(; after 5e,
with V.
12. 12 Siavoiac; L'V: jiexavoiac; L Hercher: <Kai> 5iav\Jaai Reiske
Ar ("and setting out for" [25. 7]). Reiske' s emendation should be accepted;
see also Schwabl II, 138-42.
12. 16-17 iiexavaoxfivai . . . Tixfioiv: Ar "thereupon he travelled and
withdrew from it [his abode]" (25. 10); read oiKiaq, with V, foroiKeiai;.
12. 21 o\)xa)(; V: jid^iv LAr ("then" [26. 2]; cf. Schmitt, 386); read
jid^iv.
12. 21 oiKeiav L: oiKiav VAr ("abode" [26. 3]); the reading of V and
Ar is preferable.
13. 15-16 eiq 6(0|adxiov eio6pa|io)v: Ar "and he ran and entered a
room that was there" (27. 6); Browne has suggested (through personal
communication) a Vorlage of eioe^Gobv (with L) eiq 5a)|idxiov eKei
6pa|x<av.
14. 14-15 oiov . . . xoiouxoi: Ar "As for the dreams which are
commendable in the two areas together: e.g." (29. 2-3); Browne (III, 174)
proposes a Vorlage of oi <|iev> o<\)>v . .
.
15. 8-10 xoaavxaq . . . aijxcp: garbled by Ar: "he obtained [so
Rosenthal, 141] from the number of days the extent of what was sufficient
for him, and that loaf which he saw that he got from the sun [i.e. i]Xio-o,
with L] determines it" (30. 6-8); see G. Strohmaier, OLZ 62 (1968) 134. It
seems probable that for Geot) we should read fi>.{o\), with L and R.
15. 14 xoiovxoi L: oi xoio\)xoi VAr (Jjl^^ [30. 13], which rendered
01 xoiovxoi at 15. 4 [Ar 30. 2]); this more likely reflects the archetype.
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15. 15 **'...* *2: for the status of the lacunae in Ar, see Pack I, 314;
Schwabl (II, 142) proposes reading <ata'upo\jo0ai> \xiXXovxa ji^eiv ti
<ayanov 6vTa>.
15. 16 6 p.ev: Ar "it points out to the poor man" (31. 2), which supports
reading x(b [lev with L (pace Pack's apparatus, L does not read xco here but
does read too at 15. 17; see below).
15. 17 6 5e: Ar "and it points out to the slave" (31. 2-3), i.e. tw 5e; this
is also L's reading, though again Pack's apparatus does not make this clear.
15. 17 6': Ar "it points out to the one voyaging on the sea" (31. 3), i.e.
Tw; L here reads xco; see above at 15. 16.
17. 2 oij5e . . . ew: Ar "near morning, not to speak of the times before
that" (33. 5); possibly Ar read ovxe npbq a-uxfi xf\ ew <o-ute Kpo ai)xr\q>
. .
.
, with the additional words lost in L and V through haplography.
17. 3 "Exv Kttl L: 'Enel V: Ar "And further ... for ... " (33. 9-10);
perhaps "Eti Kal ekei . . .
17. 7-8 At the beginning of the new sentence, Ar adds "And men have
in common" (34. 1), possibly from a Vorlage such as . . . navxeq, <Kal
Koivd>TeKva . .
.
17. 10-1 1 Sidyeiv . . . •UTiaiGpiovx; ("UTcaiGpiotx; xd noXXa L): Ar "and
as for most of them [i.e. xd noXXa, with L], their shelter is not under the
sky" (34. 4).
17. 11 Koivd: Ar "public and common" (34. 5); this probably reflects
L's Koivd Tcdvxcov, which should be read.
17. 11-12 xd . . . Ka>-o\j)iev (Ka^io-u^eva L): Ar "and as for the
customs that are called [i.e. Ka?iot)|ieva, with L] private, in what is between
men, concerning them there is diversity" (34. 5-6). Again L's text is
preferable.
17. 17 <Kai>: Ar "And also" (34. 12); Browne (in, 174) suggests a
Vorlage of <exi 6e Kal>.
18. 4 oi)K dvaipoOoi: Ar "that keeps them from the killing of (35. 2);
perhaps Ar read something like v6|ii|iov naXaibv <Ka0' o> yiJTiaq cuk
dvaipo\)oi . . .
19. 9 For ETteixa * * dvaxpe(pea0ai Schwabl (II, 150-51) suggests
reading <ei7ieiv Kal xot»> dvaxpe(pea0ai.
19. 12-13 Ti ... \jA,riv: Ar "or essence and matter" (37. 8); see Schmitt,
30. Fahd, however, takes only "or essence" to render ti eiq \)Xr[v, and "and
matter" to be an addition (37 n. 7). Pack (per litteras) has accepted
Meineke's deletion of eic;^, which Ar supports.
19. 13 After "and matter" Ar adds "and so alters them" (37. 8), possibly
having read ti [e{q del. Meineke] \iXy\v <exepav>; the verb used is J>>.,
perhaps a pun on \)Xx\\.
19. 16-17 i)ypd(; xe ical 't,r\pac, L: £,ripd(; xe Kal -uypdq VAr ("dry and
wet" [37. 11]); this is more likely the correct order.
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19. 18 Taiita . . . p{(3A,oq: Ar "And so [i.e. perhaps Tat)Ta )iev <oijv>]
this is what is in the first treatise of this work" (37. 12-13); Ar supports V's
;iepiexei, rather than L's e^ei or Hercher's Tiepie^ei.
19. 19 fj ... 6e\)xepa <* *>: Ar "And as for what is in the second
treatise, we describe in it" (37. 13-14). Schwabl (II, 150-51) is supported
by Ar in his unwillingness to accept Hercher's assumption of a lacuna.
19. 23 Ttepl (Ktti L) GavotTov: Ar "and death" (38. 1); Ar's Vorlage
reflected L, which should be followed.
20. 14-15 texvri (xe%vT|v V, om. Suda) . . . evxeXr\q (evTeA-fj V)
eaeoGai: Ar "thinks that every art [lit. "an art of the arts"] becomes perfect
for him and straight without his nature's being agreeable to that" (39. 9-10);
Ar follows V, probably correctly.
20. 18-19 ocKpixa (ocSiaKpixa V) v6|ai^8 (Hercher: vo|i{^eiv LV): Ar
"one must not interpret them" (40. 1-2). Browne (II, 268) suggests a
Vorlage of <5ei> ccKpi-ra vo^ii^eiv; see also Schmitt (258), who points out
that dSiocKpiToq is rendered differently at its one appearance (219. 22 [Ar
401.3]).
21. 15 T{p5e V: xobe LAr ("this dream" [41. 14]), which should be read.
21. 19-20 (bv^ . . . aijxoiq (om. V, (bv . . . a\)Tcbv L): Ar "against his
will" (42. 4); this tends to support Del Corno's suggestion (II, 324-25) that
we delete (bv and read a-uxcbv with L.
22. 2-3 0K0\) . . . 5ijvaxai: Ar "and it is not possible for them to go
where they want, nor to carry themselves" (42. 12-13); Browne (III, 175)
suggests a Vorlage of onov ye <ox) (3a6i^eiv> o\)5' ea-uxa Paoxd^eiv.
22. 3 oiKov LV: xfjv oiKeiav Hercher: Ar "his country" (42. 15), which
probably supports Hercher's emendation (but cf. 45. 19 [Ar 85. 12], where
oiKov is rendered as it is here).
23. 11 dyaGov <6iaGTiaovxai> ydp xd cpopxia: Ar "this dream
frequently indicates that their litter becomes lighter" (45. 5-6). Ar supports
Hercher's addition; see Pack III, 308-09. However, dyaGov is not
expressed; nor is pX.d7ixei in 23. 9. Browne (through personal
communication) suggests a possible Vorlage of dTiovcbxepa xd (popxia
KoA,<A,dKiq ariiiaivei. noX>ko\ . . . ; cf. Schmitt, 276.
23. 18 exei (Hercher: eoxi LV) 6e (b5e: Ar's y«.j seems to support
Pack's suggestion of eoxi 5e o5e, ad loc.
23. 24-24. 1 G-uydxpiov (Guyaxepa L) . . . xfiv om. Ar (see Fahd 46 n.
6). If we assume that Ar's Vorlage read G-uyaxepa, with L, in 23. 24, and
followed V in 24. 1 by reading oq for av and omitting xk; xfiv, then the
remaining loss is easily explained by homoiarchon and homoioteleuton: oc;
e5o^e <G\)yaxepa a-uxw yeyevfioGai, Kal E6aveioaxo. Kai 7rdA.1v oq
e6o^e> G-uyaxepa kxA,.
24. 3^ [oiSxoq dpa (oijxcoq ydp L) . . . Guydxrip]: Ar "for this is the
relation of the daughter" (46. 9-10); i.e. Ar did not omit the passage. We
should probably read ydp, with L; cf. Schmitt, 289.
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24. 6-7 dyaGcbv . . . r\bv: Ar "for this dream indicates [i.e. Sri^oi, with
V] a good thing that will be given to them and the time in which they expect
[i.e. iXKiq, with V] that and have need of it" (46. 12-13). Ar does not
construe dyaGcov with Kaipcbv, and supports Hercher in his decision to
follow L in omitting xi . . . r\dx).
24. 13 6 V: om. LAr ("a son" [47. 4]), perhaps correctly.
24. 22-23 npea(3i)xi6i . . . 5a7idvaq: garbled by Ar ("And if the woman
is old, wealthy and the possessor of property, that indicates that she will
become poor and her wealth will be destroyed" [47. 13-15]). Ar favors L's
word-order (e-unopeiav oiSori KEvixpoc), and seems to have understood
eXOTJOTi for ovor\
.
25. 5 KTTiiidTcov (Ktfiaiv L): Ar "his age will become great" (48. 4).
Rosenthal (141) suggests reading not ^^^ but^i^, "his things"; cf. Schmitt,
169. But Browne (through personal communication) argues that the
archetype may have been Ktfiaiv [om. Ar, by homoioteleuton] <a)q -urcep
fiXiK{av>;cf. 61. 17 (Ar 1 14. 2) and 61. 21 (Ar 114. 8).
25. 9-10 d0A,rixTi . . . ;ipoaYope{)£i: Ar "And as for wrestlers and
workers [i.e. Kal epydxri, with V] and those who fight alone and everyone
who works with his hand and exerts himself, this dream warns them ..."
(48. 10-12); Ar omits vooov (Fahd 48 n. 9). Browne (III, 175) suspects that
Ar wrote not ex^, "with his hand," but ^xu, "with his body." In any case,
for 5e read 6e Kal epydxri, with V.
25. 17 ei(;2 om. Ar, del. Pack (per litteras); cf. 19. 12.
26. 4
-n
. . . 5ia8ri|iaxo(; om. Ar (Fahd 49 n. 9); cf. Schmitt, 1 14 n. 5
and 118. Reiske seems to have been correct in deleting this passage.
26. 9-10 Kal . . . KakEixav. Ar's version of this ("for if he possesses
something, he has control over it" [50. 1-2]) follows the translation of . . .
jiel^ova xfiv Ke(paA,Tiv eaeadai (26. 5-6 [Ar 50. 2] "so that with it they may
promote their affair"), as in L and V; for an argument that this (and not 26.
9-10, where Pack, following Gomperz, transposes it) is the proper position,
see Del Como II, 326-27 and Schwabl IV, 354-55.
26. 13 Kovovc, V: tiovov voaov L: tiovov Kal vooov L*^: Ar "toil and
travel" (50. 10), i.e. perhaps tcovov Kal v6axov.
26. 15-16 Kal . . . ^eiTiojievri L: Tr\q Kaxd (pijoiv yivo|ievri(; V: Ar
"than its natural size" (50. 11-12), which suggests that V should be
followed.
26. 22 dpxovxi V: dpxovxi Kal Kpo(pr\xr\ LAr ("commanders and
prophets" [51. 7]); the latter should be read.
27. 2 e\)7rop{av: Ar "a good condition and wealth" (51. 11-12).
Browne suggests (through personal communication) that the Vorlage may
have been something like evnopiav ormaivei <Kal noXXr\v 7ip6aKxrioiv>;
cf. Schmitt, 172.
27. 6 5riA.ot)ai V: oiq 6e embixexai Kal 5eo|id ari|iaivo\>0iv LAr
("And it also indicates arrest and imprisonment in the case of the one in
whom that is feasible" [51. 16]). L's text should be read; see Schmitt, 180.
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27. 19 (bq yap V: Kai yap LAr ("for" [52. 11]); the latter is preferable.
27. 21 icai 6ia xot>To: Ar "for" (52. 15), which lends support to
Reiske's Siatoiov.
28. 4 (XTtopiav L: dx\)xio.v V: Ar "bad conditions" (53. 13-14); this
more likely supports reading dfux^otv, since dnopia*; at 28. 5-6 is rendered
differently ("the falling away of wealth" [53. 15-16]).
28. 10 (^^aPriaexai LV: <a'UT6q> PA.a(3Tioexai Hercher Ar ("the harm
will be given to him himself [54. 4]). Hercher' s suggestion is probably
correct; see Pack III, 309.
28. 1 1 oljtco V (om. L): avxbq Ar ("the harm will be given to him
himself [54. 7]). Again avxbq should be read; see Pack III, 309.
28. 13 ETci 5e V: ineidT] Kal LAr ("for as for the whole body ..." [54.
8-9]). The entire sentence (28. 13-15), deleted by Hercher, is not omitted
by Ar. The brackets should remain, but L's text should be printed.
28. 18 \\nXr\v exeiv Hercher: \\i\kr\v exeiv 6oKeiv LAr ("And if a person
sees that the hair fell off [54. 12]): exeiv \\iiXr\v V. L's text is probably
correct.
28. 20 dv 5ia(piL)Y0i V: Kaxacpuyoi L: Ar "he will be saved ... if he
flees" (54. 14-15). Browne (II, 269) suggests that this reflects a Vorlage of
5ia(piL)yoi <ei (p\)yoi>; it should be noted that Schwabl (IV, 355) demurs, as
do Endress and Gutas (178).
29. 12-13 For arnicpopa read o-uncpopoc.
29. 16-17 XQV i6i(ov: Ar "or one of his family who is not a barber or
one other than his family who is not a barber" (56. 5-6); Browne (I, 208-
09) suggests a Vorlage of <ti xi(;> xcov i5{cov <-n d>.A,cov>.
29. 17-18 nevOri . . . ariiiawei: Ar "that indicates sadness or great harm
and great afflictions in which he will become involved, and prisons" (56. 6-
8). Breen {Le Museon 101 [1991] 179-80) argues that "the scribe of Ar had
T\ 5eo|acoxfipiov after 7rev0r| in his text. This would have dropped out
subsequently through homoioteleuton with aicpv{6iov."
29. 20-30. 1 xoiq . . . <bvx)X^(5^^vxaq>: Ar "and as for the rest of men,
that indicates harm that will be done to them either by one whom they see or
have seen cutting their nails or by someone else" (56. 12-14); Browne (III,
175-76) suggests a Vorlage of xoiq 6e XoxkoIc, ^Xa^ryj <r\> \)ko [cf. V] xcov
ovvxvodvxoov, edv [± ye] 'i5cooi <xoio\)xo\)q> xivdq r\ [cf. xivct r\ L] -uji'
d^X,a)v xivcov.
30. 2 cpanev V: (paaiv L and perhaps Ar ("it has become customary for
it to be said" [57. 1]). The likelier reading, then, is (paaiv.
30. 14 oiov V: dv x6 olov L: avxtp olov Hercher Ar ("obedient to him"
[58. 4]). Hercher's conjecture should be accepted; see Browne II, 269.
30. 15-16 e\Jnop(pa <fi xd> coxa: Ar "the ears are good in goodness of
forms" (58. 6-7); instead of Hercher's supplement, Browne (II, 269)
suggests ei3|iop(pa <fi Kal e\3p\)0^a xd> cbxa (though Schwabl [IV, 356]
favors simply . . . <xd> . . . ).
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31.8 After Kaxa6v)0VTai Ar adds "just as the dead enter the hollow of
the earth" (59. 10), which corresponds to V's (oq eiq d7ioYai(0|ievov [sic]
CUV TOJTOv To-UTEOTiv Eiq oLTioQavovxa Kata5{)ovTai. Browne (I, 209)
suggests an archetype of coq ziq d7toYai(b|ievov xonov oi djioGavovxeq
KaTa6\)ovxai (but Schwabl [IV, 357] prefers (oq eiq aTcoyaicbiievov o\)v
avTOV, To-uxeotiv eiq djioGavovxa, KaxaSiJovxav).
31.11 djiovxoq V: dnoGavovxoi; LAr ("his brother's death" [59. 12]).
L's text is to be preferred; see Browne I, 209.
31.12 5id . . . KX,ripov6}ioq: Ar "And as for the messenger of death, it
was on account of the ears; and as for the inheritance, it was on account of
the wheat" (59. 13-14); Browne (II, 269-70) reconstructs the Vorlage as
<d7ro0av6vxo(; fiev> 5id xd coxa [cf. L], KA,ripovo|iia 5e 5id xohq KX>pox>q
[cf. L], with V's KA,ripov6|iO(; instead of KA,ripovo|x(a in the archetype;
Schwabl (IV, 357-58) is skeptical, as are Endress and Gutas (129).
31. 17-21 e7i:i|3o\)A,fiv . . . 7iapa5e^ao0ai (Reiske: for L and V see
Pack's apparatus): Ar "that indicates an affair in which he will be deceived,
which will befall him from slander, and that he will hear extraordinary
news. And as for the ears of the other animals, when one sees them in
sleep, the interpretation accords with the supposition regarding that animal"
(60. 2-6). This suggests a Vorlage (and archetype) similar to V: £jiiPo-uA.tiv
e'xeiv EK 6ia|3oA,Ti(; ormaivei Kal xd xr\q (xXkr\q dKofic; (cf. Rosenthal, 143)
5id xr\q opdaeccx; (either translated later as "when one sees them in sleep" or
omitted entirely) 7iapa5e^aa9ai (interpreted as future, or perhaps
7iapa5e^ea0ai was read), dKoA,oiL)0co(; 5e nepi xcbv dA.A,CL)v ^cpwv Kowd x6
oiKevov eKA,a|iPdveiv (± 5ei).
32. 10-1 1 ev5eiav . . . e'xei: Ar "it indicates that he will be in need of
money, and that he will be in unemployment, for money is in the position of
the eyes" (61. 7-8). Browne (III, 176-77) reconstructs the archetype as x6
dk d|ip>,'ucbxxeiv ev8eiav dpY\)pvo\) <Kal djtpa^fav ori|iaivei- dpY^^pio-u>
)i£v, oxi Kttl xd o|i^axa vi^Ti(po\j(; e'xei.
32. 1 1 ol (om. L) d|iPA,-ucbxxovxe(;: Ar "from the weakness of his sight"
(61. 9); Browne (III, 177) suggests that Ar's Vorlage lacked oi, with L, and
that it should be deleted.
33. 3 6 . . . a\)X(p: Ar "it indicates that he will find one who will liberate
him and serve him" (62. 7-8). Browne (II, 270-71) suggests restoring the
archetype as 6 6e e^ei <xo-i)(; dTia^A-d^ovxac; av)x6v, 6 5e> xohq
•UKTipexTioovxaq ax>x(b. (Schwabl [IV, 359-60], however, considers "one
who will liberate him and serve him" "offenbar nicht mehr als die falsche
Verdeutlichung von xo-uq i)7iripexT|oovxa(; auxw.")
33. 8 oxpaxicbxTi L: oxpaxKoxp, oi) ydp KpoK6\|/ei VAr ("for the soldier,
for it indicates that he will not succeed" [62. 13-14]). The additional words
should be included in the text.
34. 12 vecoxEpav V: vecoxepav Kai dSeA^cpriv LAr ("the younger ... or
the younger of the two sisters" [64. 15]). Again the additional words should
be included.
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35. 3-4 exi . . . ei V: ei 6£ (for 5e in Pack's apparatus) LAr ("And if
[66. 1]); L's text is the more likely.
35. 8-9 r\ . . . b\)vr\xa\. (5t)vaTai L): Ar "or because the pain is in the
position of the eye in that place, and so he cannot bring anything close to it"
(66. 5-6). According to Browne (II, 271), "Ar's Vorlage may have read r\
dviav cooTrep 6(p0aA,|i6v exovxi eKe{vo) xw iiepei |iTi6e|i(av vXr[v
jrpooq)epeiv 6\)vaxai [cf. L]," with the archetype perhaps r\ iva dviav kxA,.
(Schwabl [IV, 360-61], however, considers emendation unnecessary.)
35. 12 Ktti . . . -nxxooiv: Ar "and thus the lowest part cooperated with
the sublime" (66. 8-9); cf. V: Kai ovxwq xd rixxova xoiq Kpeixxooiv,
probably the correct reading.
35. 15 ETiiaxaxai L: eTtioxaxai xovxov VAr ("knows that stranger" [66.
11]). V's text is to be preferred; cf. Schmitt, 383.
35. 24 (3eA,x{ova [ovxwc;]: Ar "since the nose is good in condition"
(67. 3). Browne (III, 177) suggests that the Vorlage was PeA,x{ova ovxa,
misunderstood as pe^xiovoc; o\)or\q. Schwabl (IV, 361-62) is probably
correct in emending to Pe^xlova <ovxoo ovxcoq.
36. 2-4 dvo . . . ariiiavxiKd: Ar "And if a person sees in his sleep that
he has two noses, that indicates a difference that will occur between him
and the one who is better than he, or between him and the people of his
house. And I said 'a difference occurs' precisely because what one sees
double without its being naturally thus indicates a double opposition" (67.
7-12). Browne (II, 271-72) suggests that Ar read axdoiv, with L, at 36. 2;
•bnepexovxaq r\ oiKeiotx;, again with L, and oxdoiv for axdaevq, at 36. 3;
and xd napd (pijaiv binXa [cf. V] <6i7i^fi(;> oxdaecoc; eoxi ormavxiKd at
36. 4. Schwabl (IV, 362-63) disputes the need for the last emendation, but
if we accept it the text reads dx)0 be ex^^'^ pivaq axdoiv npbc, xohq
UTiepexovxaq
"n
oiKefovc; orniaivev oxdoiv \iev, enei xd napd cpijoiv 5i7iA,d
<6i7iA,fi(;> oxdoecbi; eoxi ormavxiKd.
36. 21 fi 5e (ei 8e yaiiriOeioa V): Ar "and as for the married woman"
(69. 10), which suggests that we should read fi 6e yaiiriGeToa.
36. 22 yuvri xe Kal dvrip L: dvrip xe kki yuvfi VAr ("men and women"
[69. 1 1]), probably the correct order.
37. 9 iSeiv Hercher: fi 'I'Soi L: om. V: Ar "if a man sees" (70. 3),
supporting Pack's suggestion (ad loc.) of ei 'i5oi.
38. 17 Ti5ri L: exi VAr ("also" [72. 9]); the latter should be read.
38. 23 [Kai . . . d7io5(boei] del. Hercher: Ar does not omit this passage
("And if a person sees that his teeth are broken, he will pay off his debt little
by little" [72. 17-73. 1]); this confirms Del Corno's opinion (II, 322) that it
should not be bracketed.
38. 23 Ar "little by little" {%Ls >»JJ, 73. 1) more likely reflects V's
Kttxd i^iKpov than L's Kaxd X,eKx6v; cf. Schmitt, 356 and 367. The text
should follow V.
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39. 1 5ia A-oyo-u: Ar "with speech and word" (73. 3), perhaps 5ia
<(p(ovfi<; Kal> ^oyox); cf. 38. 15 (Ar 72. 7-8), where §ia X-oycu Kal (ptovfic;
was rendered "with word and speech."
39. 13 dnoXicai (anoXeoQai L): Ar "fall out" (73. 17); this more
likely reflects L's text, which should be printed.
39. 19-22 av^r\(5avxeq . . . eKTiiTixwoiv]: Ar "And if one sees that some
of the teeth have become long and have increased in size, that indicates
contention and controversy that will occur in the dreamer's house, for
harmony is not associated with them [i.e. the teeth]. And if he sees that they
move but do not fall out, that indicates the same thing" (74. 6-10). Browne
(III, 177-78) suggests a Vorlage of av^riaavxeq be xiveq tcov 656vtcov Kal
•UTiepiieyeGtiaavxeq oxdaiv Kaxa xov oikov xov ibovxoq eoEoGai oriiiawei,
e7iei8Ti xfi ccpiiovia o\)Kexi xpwvxai Kal oxav aa^e\)6).ievoi [ir\ eKTiCnxwaiv
<, xavxb ori|ia{vo\)Giv>. The inclusion of the phrase deleted by Hercher
confirms Del Corno's opinion (II, 322-23) that it should not be bracketed.
39. 23 T]' L: Kal V: Ar has asyndeton ("black, corroded ..." [74. 1 1]);
this probably reflects V, which should be followed.
39. 23 aeor[n6xaq (Kal Pe|3p(op,evo\)c; add. V) r\ KoA,opo\)(;: Ar
"corroded, bent and rotten" (74. 11-12), i.e. peppco|ievo\)<; Kal Ko^oPouq
Kal aeariJioxac;; see Schmitt, 101 with n. 5. V's text should probably be
followed.
40. 4 iiovok; Hercher: |i6vov L: |iev V: Ar gives no direct equivalent
for any of these (cf. Fahd 75 n. 5); fiev may have appeared in the Vorlage, in
confirmation of Del Corno's opinion (II, 325): "fra le due letture offerte
dalla tradizione manoscritta, si puo propendere per |iev."
40. 10-11 dpyupeoi 6e oSovxeq . . . arnaalvo-uoi (dpyupoijq 5e exeiv
666vxa<; .
.
. arnialvei V): Ar "and if he sees that his teeth are silver, that
indicates" (75. 14-15); this probably reflects V's text, which should be
followed.
40. 20-21 Kai . . . Kpd^ei: Ar "and his tongue will utter the word" (76.
10). Browne (III, 178) suggests that this points to an archetype of Kal xfi
[cf. xfi LV] <yX(hoor\ xi> 5id ^oyoi) Tipd^ei.
At the end of this chapter, Ar adds "And if a person sees that his teeth
fall out and he takes them and gets them with his hand or with his chest, that
indicates that his children will cease and none will be begotten for him after
that, and his children will not continue, or they will not be brought up. And
if he sees that he sees with his teeth and with his tongue, that indicates that
the affairs of his upright house will become bad with words that he will
utter" (76. 10-15). The clumsiness of the Arabic here, especially toward the
end, may point to a Greek Vorlage, though probably a rather corrupt one. If
"he will utter" (76. 15) represents Greek Xe^ei, then the passage could have
been lost through homoioteleuton with jipd^Ei (40. 21). The Vorlage may
be hypothetically reconstructed as follows: ei 5e xic; eKPaA,a)v xohq oSovxaq
xfi X£ip'i ^ '^^ oxepvcp A,a).iPdveiv vo|iiaeie, xwv xekvcov axepr\Qi\aeaQai
ar\[iaivei Kal o-ukexi xeKvcboEiv, xd 5£ xeKva ouxe [leveiv o-uxe
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Tpa(pT|aeo9ai, ei 6e xoiq 65ot»aiv r\ zf\ y^coaaTi opav voiiioeie, xa xr\c,
ivxzXovq [cf. 20. 15 (Ar 39. 9)] oiKiaq SiacpBepeioGai ormaivei toic;
A-oyoiq a Xe^ei.
41.6 Pack notes (per litteras) that the punctuation after SijvaTai should
be a comma.
41. 8-9 Kai . . . ari|ia{vei: Ar "And thus also is the state of the tongue
that falls from the mouth in wickedness, for whenever this condition of the
tongue indicates damage that befalls in words, there is from it degradation"
(77. 11-14). Browne (through personal communication) reconstructs the
following possible archetype: Kai r\ (with V) hnkp to ox6\xa ninxovoa
avxx] [be] Kai eK (cf. L) npomxExac, ^oyoov (3A.dpriv <Kal doxri|ioa{)vriv>
orinaivei.
41. 11 K£<pvKmaq ek xfic; y'ko3Xxr\c, V: ev xfi y^wxxri T:e(p\)K\jia(; LAr
("
. . .
grows on his tongue" [77. 16]); the latter is more likely correct.
41. 14 For KttKdv read KaKov.
42. 2 -uTtepcpaq: expanded by Ar as "throat or palate" (79. 1); see
Schmitt, 88. Browne (III, 178) suggests that this may reflect a Vorlage of
<eK xfjq (pdp\)YYO(; ti> ek xr\q hmpwaq, with the absence of the additional
words from L and V due to homoiarchon.
42. 12-13 d|i(p6xepoi L: d|i(p6xepoi xa%i) VAr ("both of them . . .
quickly" [79. 15-16]); V's text should be read.
43. 12 'AcpripfjaGai (Hercher: dcpaipeioGav L: dnoKeKocpGai V) . . .
xf\q Ke(paXr\q (xfiv Ke(paA,fiv V): Ar "that his head is struck" (82. 6-7); this
probably reflects V, which is to be preferred.
43. 23 xov: Ar "what" (83. 1), i.e. an inanimate pronoun, which
supports Schwabl (IV, 364-65) in his contention that x6 should be read.
44. 12 After ovxi Ar adds "with a thing in which he is trusted" (83. 15).
There may be a lacuna here; cf. V, which adds xr\q oiKlaq, perhaps
correctly.
44. 13 Kaxayv(haeoiq V: xoti KaxeyvcoaGfivai L: Ar "until his misdeed
is recognized" (84. 1); this probably reflects L, which should be followed;
see Schmitt, 184.
45. 13 Gdvaxov V: djioGaveiv LAr ("that he will perish" [82. 5]); the
infinitive is to be preferred.
45. 18 K£>.eijei L: npoayopeijei VAr ("indicates" [85. 10]). The latter
should be read; see Schmitt, 349.
45. 21 oiKe{av L: oiKiav VAr ("dwelling" [85. 13]), the more likely
reading.
46. 4-5 jio^X,oi . . . ex\)xov: Ar "And many of those who see this dream
have proceeded to leadership and direction" (86. 5-6). Fahd in his notes on
this passage suggests that Ar omits en' apxaq . . . 6p|irioavxe(;, and that "to
leadership and direction" supplies <xr\q o.pxr\q Kai fiYe|iov{a(;> for the
lacuna noted by Hercher in 46. 5. Strohmaier {OLZ 62 [1967] 275 n. 1)
rejects this suggestion, and Del Corno (II, 325) and Schwabl (II, 153-54)
argue persuasively against the need to assume a lacuna. It seems likely that
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Ar took opjirioavxec; as a form of opdco, with em xotjxok; depending upon
it; this would account for "who see this dream."
46. 11 xf]v' . . . ea\)xot): Ar "When one sees that his head is" (87. 3);
this probably reflects V's ea\)xo\J 5oKeiv Ke(paA,fiv exeiv, which is to be
preferred.
46. 19 Piaiou . . . (3iaio\)(; Qavaxovq V: Pia{o\)(; . . . Gavdxouc; LAr
("death by force" [88. 1]), probably correctly.
46. 21 (popo\joi V: e^oxxji LAr ("which has" [88. 2]; cf. Schmitt, 119
and 331). Again L should be followed.
46. 23 eipKxfi V: eipKxaiq LAr ("those arrested" [88. 7]). L again.
47. 2 d5eX,(pov) L: d6eA,(pov(; VAr ("of brothers" [88. 14]). V preserves
the likelier reading.
47. 3 vooov L: v6oov orinaivei VAr ("it indicates diseases" [88. 13]);
V's text should be read.
47. 9 xivi yvyvovvxo L: (paivoivxo V: Ar "one sees that they become"
(89. 7-8), which perhaps more likely reflects V; cf. Schmitt, 434. The text
should read xivi (paivoivxo .
47. 10 o(0|idx(ov L: Kxr^dxcov VAr ("things" [89. 10]), which should
be read; cf. Del Corno II, 674.
47. 11-12 naQovxec, . . . ari|iaivo-uovv om. Ar (Fahd 89 n. 7). If Ar
"they indicate" (89. 9) renders not L's 7tpoayopeiL)o\)ai (47. 10-1 1) but V's
armawo-uai, then the omission is explained by homoioteleuton;
GTnaaivo-uai, therefore, is to be preferred.
47. 14 yuvai^iv L: y\)vai£,i arifiaivovoiv VAr ("that indicates .-. . in
the case of women" [89. 13]), which should be read.
48. 1 o XI (6' add. L) dv: Ar "And so I will say that if (90. 14); this
follows L, with dv understood as edv. For dv, then, 5' dv should be read.
49. 1 xei^P«>v a.KO^a'X.Xoiievoi V: xivo<; d7io?iA,i)|ievoi L: x^^Ptiiv
dKoXA,-u|ievoi Ar (" . . . of the hands, if they are destroyed" [92. 3]),
probably the correct reading.
49. 8 xdvavx{a: Ar "the like" (92. 12); Reiske's suggestion of <o\)>
xdvavxia should be accepted.
49. 11 dpYO\)(;: expanded by Ar to "idle and not active" (92. 15); see
Schmitt, 279. Browne suggests (through personal communication) that this
may reflect a Vorlage of dpyoix; <Kal anepyo\>c;>.
49. 15 For dypiav read dpyiav.
49. 18 dvacpavfivai L: dvacpijvai VAr ("will grow" [93. 5]), which
should be read.
49. 22 For yop read ydp.
50. 3 xoiyapovv L: xoiydpxoi V: Ar JJJSj (94. 4); this more likely
reflects V, which is therefore to be preferred; see Schmitt, 427.
50. 5 After 6 6\npaXbq, Ar adds "when a man sees it sick" (94. 6),
perhaps having read 6 6p.(paA,6(; <voa(ov>.
50. 8 Before axepTiGfivai, Ar adds "either" (94. 9), i.e. <ii>. Cf. V:
yeveoGai Suoxepei; t) [sic, ut videtur] t^ oxepr|0fivai.
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50. 1 1 an:ai6i: Ar "everyone who is childless" (95. 1-2); therefore, as
Browne (II, 272) points out, we should read <cx7ravTi> ajiaiSi.
50. 25 KocKEivo L: kockeivo npbq xovc; eipri|ievovq VAr ("for this reason
. . . together with what we have said" [96. 1-2]). The fuller text should be
printed.
51.2 xov ocbiaaxoc;: Ar "that the man possesses" (96. 4); Breen {Le
Museon 101 [1988] 180) suggests that we should read TO\J KxriiiaToc;.
51.5 After (ppovxiSac; (VAr: (ppovxi6a L), Ar adds "and if one sees
that he eats his liver, he killed his son and took his money" (96. 8); Breen
{Le Museon 101 [1988] 180-81) reconstructs this as <fi7iap 6fi [read 5e]
9aYeiv xov -ulov dnoKxeivavxa xa xprincxxa d(pe^eiv>.
51.7 After 6e, Ar adds "the cleverness of a man and the place where he
hoards his money" (96. 11); Browne (through personal communication)
suggests reconstructing this as <ox>veaiv Kal xd Kei|ir|A.ia>.
5 1 . 8-9 d5eA<(po\)(; . . . xeKva: Ar "brothers and sisters and the rest of
the relations and children" (96. 14-15); Browne (I, 209) proposes reading
d5eX(po\)<; Kal <abzX(paq Kal xohq aXkovq> ovyyeveiq Kal xeKva.
51.12 a.noXXx)[ieva . . . d7ioA,A,iL)a9ai VAr ("And if they are lost, they
indicate that the thing that they indicate will be lost" [97. 3^]): om. L.
Pack (per litteras) suggests emending dTco^X,iL)a9ai to dnoA-eiaGai.
51. 13-14 ETcel . . . eTtel: Ar "for . . . because" (97. 8-9); the variation in
Ar suggests to Browne (II, 272-73) that the Vorlage was V's errel . . . oxi.
51. 14 xEKvcov: Ar "procreation" (97. 9); Browne (II, 272-73) suggests
reading <xot)> xeKvo\)v.
53. 11 y6v\) xe LV: yovaxa Hercher: Ar "knees" (if we read ^y, see
Schmitt, 80), which tends to support Hercher.
53. 12 KoXkaKxc, . . . dSe^cpoix; . . . 6iaxeivei: expanded by Ar to "And
what the knees indicate frequently happens and their interpretation is
connected with brothers" (100. 15-16), perhaps more likely reflecting L's
Kal Ttpoq than V's Jipoq.
53. 14 exi . . . ar||xa(vei: Ar "and they are interpreted to refer to freed
slaves" (101. 1); Browne (III, 178-79) proposes a Vorlage of exi Kal Tipoq
[cf. V] dTce^e-uOepovq eoxl [cf. L] ^.tircxea.
54. 1 xfiq ve«(; epeaoo^ievric;: Ar "when the ship travels on the sea,
being calm" (102. 1); this may suggest xx\c, vewq epeaaoiiEvriq <5id
Ya?ir|vri(;>, with the phrase lost in L and V through homoioteleuton; cf.
140. 19.
54. 3 xoi(;: Ar "many feet" (102. 5); Browne (III, 179) suggests that
<7iA,eioai> was present in the Vorlage before iikziovac, (54. 4).
54. 1 1 Pack [per litteras) suggests that ekei was originally present after
Pa5{^o-uaiv, and was lost through visual similarity to dsl.
54. 12 At the end of the sentence, Ar adds "because they walk upon that
reel which is there" (102. 16); see Strohmaier, OLZ 62 (1967) 274. Browne
(through personal communication) suggests a Vorlage of <Q(; (iaSi^ovxEq
£T:lxpox(p>; cf. Schmitt, 195.
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54. 13 Kttl xomco L: avxch V: Ar "him also" (103. 1), which suggests
Kai av)X(p.
55. 7 tpkov (6e L): Ar "then . . . after that" (104. 10). After the
omission of 5eiL)T£pov in 55. 6, Ar could hardly have said "thirdly"; Ar may,
however, support the contention of Schwabl (IV, 365-67) that instead of
xpkov (± 8e) TO, we should read Kal.
55. 8 TO . . . EGTiv Hercher: to ^lev tiooov touxo L: toi<; |iev to Koaov
Tot» eiTe V: Ar "as for quantity, it is" (104. 1 1), perhaps to ^ev tiooov, to
. . . , with T0t)T0 taken before ayaQbv in 55. 9 ("that is commendable" [104.
12-13]), i.e. toOt' dyaOov.
55. 8-9 EK iiiKpou i^Eyav (^lEya L) yEVEoGai: Ar "as if the small thing
becomes large" (104. 1 1-12), i.e. |i£ya, with L.
55. 9 |i£{^(o V: [lEi^ov LAr ("larger than it is" [104. 12], i.e. ek om. Ar)
should be read. Pack's apparatus omits the accent on heiJ^ov, but it is
present in the manuscript.
55. 14 (ipax^) V: ^iiKpov L: Ar jJ>^ "small" (105. 4), which more likely
reflects |iiKp6v; cf. Schmitt, 288 and 367.
56. 9 oiKo\)pouGiv a'l yvvaiKec,: Ar "their vision is in the interior of
houses, and they have not power" (106. 5-6); see Schmitt, 128. Browne
(through personal communication) suggests that the Vorlage may have
been oiKo-upovoiv <aK\)poi o\)a>ai (yuvaiKE^) or oiKOvpouai <^ti
K-upiEijo-uoai { yuvaiKEq }
.
56. 24-25 TiavTi . . . yEyovEvai: misunderstood by Ar ("And as for
what the significance is of the recollection of gold and silver: wtien it
becomes copper, it also indicates the like of that" [107. 5-7]); see
Rosenthal, 143. Ar omits TiavTi Stitio-uBev (Fahd 107 n. 3), which is
probably an incorporated marginal gloss.
57. 10 ^(Givov V: ^{0ov LAr ("stone" [substantive; 108. 4]), which
should be read.
59. 15 Xvnaq L: biKaq tq i66vti VAr ("a dispute in which the
possessor of the dream will fall" [109. 1 1-12]); the latter is preferable.
59. 20-21 After iSovToq Ar adds "and what those crafts indicate as
regards the condition of the one who sees them" (110. 6). Browne (through
personal communication) suggests a Vorlage of . . . i56vToq, Kal t{
KdKEiv<ai oriiiawouai KEpi xov idovxoq \oax ooa . .
.
59. 25 dixovoiaq Kal otocoek; L: 6ix6voiav Kal OTaoiv V: Ar
"contradiction and difference of opinion" (110. 11); this probably reflects a
Vorlage of OTdoiv Kal 6ix6voiav; see Schmitt, 301 and 414.
60. 19-20 o-uSe . . . 6i5daK£Tai: Ar "for one who learns the writing of
the Greeks does not go into slavery" (112. 2). Pack (per litteras) suggests
that this may represent a Vorlage of o\)6eIc; ydp £v 5o\)?i£{a 'EA,XTiviaTl
5i8doK£Tai. Cf. Festugiere, 61 n. 3.
60. 25 TcapaKoyai L: KaTaKoxj/ai VAr ("will become exhausted from
his illness" [112. 7-8]), which should be read.
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61. 8 TO ToniKov L: xov totcov V: Ar "the nature of the place" (113. 6),
more likely reflecting V's text.
62. 1 xbv dycova: Ar "the place of wrestling in the time of wrestling"
(1 14. 10-1 1), i.e. Tov dycova <Kapd tov dYwva>, with the loss occurring
through homoioteleuton.
62. 5-6 kxaipaq (Hercher: kxepac, L: eiq etaipaq V) epcoxa- eoiKe: Ar
"is similar to the love of a profligate woman" (115. 2-3), as if epoxi were
read and taken with eoiKe. Ar then adds "and her spending secret hours in
adulterous love" (115. 3). This could possibly reflect exaipac; <eiq
kxipo\)q> KxX; cf. L and V. Ar omits ydp, with L.
62. 13 TipoaYOpeiL)o\)ai V: KpoayopeTjei L: Ar's use of the singular
("indicates" [115. 9]) more likely reflects L.
62. 15 ad^Tiiyyi V: xf\ odA-Kiyyi L: Ar "with the instrument called
salpinx" (115. 14); the use of the article probably means that Ar reflects L.
62. 17 oiKexwv LV: oikeicov Hercher Ar ("relations" [116. 3]); see
Schmitt, 127. Hercher's emendation should be accepted.
63. 2 dvaxpexei V: nepixpexEi LAr ("wind around" [116. 12]), which
should be read.
63. 8 TievBiKoiq Hercher: 7i\j0ikoi(; LVAr ("used in divination" [1 17. 3-
4]) Robert; see Festugiere, 64 n. 7 and Pack IV, 121-22.
63. 16 dvaKA,da|iaxa L: KXa.a\xaxa VAr ("a book of fabrication of
poetry" [117. 13-14]), which should be read; see Bowersock, 146-47.
63. 19 6o-u^eiai Hercher: d;i:oA.iai L: om. V: dycoviai Pack (III, 309):
dKco^^eiai Ar ("misery" [117. 16]), which should be read; see Bowersock,
147.
63. 22 dva7cA,da|iaxa LVAr ("representation" [118. 4]); Bowersock
(147) is probably right in suggesting that the correct reading is 6pd|iaxa r\
7tXda|iaxa (cf. 63. 16), though Schwabl (I, 86-87) argues for
dva7c?ido|iaxa in both instances.
63. 22 11 [3i(3A.{a LV: Ar "in a book" (118. 4), i.e. ev (3ipX{(p; in either
case, as Bowersock (147) argues, "a gloss to explain nXao^iaxa."
64. 3 xioi L: xivi VAr ("a man" [118. 12]), which should be read.
64. 3-4 Kep5cbv . . . 0e^viL)vot)0i: Ar "the poets, because of what is
given to them of benefit, praise" (118. 1 1-12), which seems to suggest that
V should be followed: KepSouc; x^P^^ i5{o\) ol Koirixal ae|ivuvo\)ai.
65. 7 x6 V: x6 a\)x6 5e Kai oticooovv LAr ("And similarly to that
also" [120. 11]). L's text should be read; see Strohmaier, OLZ 62 (1967)
271 n. 3.
65. 18 Ti . . . yvcbfiTiv del. Reiske (correctly), om. Ar; cf. Fahd 121 n. 11.
65. 24-66. 1 eneixa . . . vooov: Ar "and this dream also indicates a
quarrel that will take place between the rich and poor people because of
land, and it is for the rich and the poor that it indicates illness" (122. 3-5).
Browne (III, 179-80) suggests a Vorlage of . . . npoq xivac; <d7r6po\)(p»
lidxTiv xoit; e\)7i6poi(;, xolc, 5e dnopoiq <Kai e\)7r6poi(;> vooov.
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66. 3 anXovv L: 5e . . . anXfhq VAr ("And ... in short" [122. 8-9])
should be read. Ar does not add anything here, pace Fahd 122 n. 3.
66. 7 TO ^fjv del. Hercher (correctly), om. Ar.
66. 11 'EyKpiveoGai L: 'EyKplveoGai 6e6oKeiv VAr ("And if one sees
that he is tested in wrestling" [123. 1]). The latter is to be preferred; cf.
Schmitt, 191.
66. 12 fiA,iK{av V: 7:poo6oK{av LAr ("when they expect it" [123. 3]),
more likely the correct reading; see Pack III, 309-10.
66. 15-16 |ieTaA.A,ov: Ar "the place of one who is not fit for it" (123.
6-7); this seems to support Krauss's emendation, (XTi|iiav. Cf. Fahd (123 n.
7) and Schmitt, 147.
66. 18 naA,aieiv L: naA.aieiv 5e VAr ("And if he sees that he
wrestles" [123. 8]), which is perhaps more likely.
66. 18 (pi^(p L: (piXmv VAr ("of his friends" [123. 8]), which should
be read.
67. 1 ladxoivTo V: jraA^aioivTo L: Ar "he wrestles with him" (123. 11),
more likely reflecting L.
67. 10 xfi yfi 6ot)vai: Ar "he will fall thrown to the ground" (124. 6);
Browne (II, 273) suggests a Vorlage of . . . Tp yfi 5ot)vai <7:eo6vTa>.
67. 13 After xivd, Ar adds "of his relatives" (124. 10), i.e.
<7ipoar|KOVTd> tiva or possibly xivd <xcbv xovxw KpooriK6vxo)v>; cf. 186.
4 (Ar 337. 1 1 ) and Schmitt, 408.
67. 23 doxTinov yivexai: Ar "becomes loathsome in a boxing match"
(125. 3^), perhaps <ev xfi n-oy^f\> doxrinov yivexai or daxri|iov yitexai
<x6xe> KxA,.
68. 3 <XTi naXr] [Pack (per litteras) corrects this to naXv^ Kai>
Hercher: om.' Ar (Fahd 125 n. 9); Del Corno (II, 325-26)' argues
persuasively against the inclusion of the phrase.
68. 10 xd dO^a LV: x6 d0X,ov Hercher (tentatively, in his apparatus) Ar
("the competition" [126. 2]). Hercher' s reading was correct.
69. 8 Kttl eiKpayovxeq: understood by Ar as "when they bathe and eat"
(127. 15), possibly <A,o'6ovxai> Kal e|i(pay6vxe<;.
70. 9 \xx\ evpeiv o e^rixei V: ecpoeiori (Ecp' cb eiafiei Bursian) |ifi eupeiv
L: Ar "his entry into the bath, and that he did not find water in it" (129. 7-
8), i.e. perhaps ecp' (b eiofiev <(3aA,ave{q)> \iy\ e-upeiv o e^rixev.
71. 10 ['u6po7ioxeiv]: Ar "to drink warm water" (131. 8-9), i.e.
9ep|ionoxeiv (see Pack III, 310).
71. 23 dvaoxpecpeaOai V: dvaaxpe^eoOai Ttovripov eivai LAr ("if one
sees that he is . . . that is bad" [132. 10-11]), which should be read.
73. 14 tKixpiat LVAr ("citron" [135. 7]); see Rosenthal, 143. Pack (I,
314) suggests that the word should not be obelized. Cf. also Schwabl II,
155-56.
73. 19 6aveiaxfi L: 6aveiaxai(; VAr ("creditors" [135. 12]), which
should be read.
74. 3 For Kaxaxo|id<; read Kaxaxo^dq.
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74. 4 aTi|ia{vo\)av L: oTi|ia{vev VAr ("it indicates" [136. 7]), which
should be read.
74. 5 After xa Toiavia, Ar adds "by iron" (136. 6); Browne (II, 273-
74) suggests a Vorlage of xa xoiatiTa <ai5ripcp>.
74. 9 ocTipaKxoi: Ar "it is bad for him and it indicates violence" (136.
13), i.e. perhaps <7iovripoi Kal> ocKpaKxoi.
74. 16 SaKpioo-uoi VAr: 6{XKp-ua L; but Ar "his eyes shed few tears"
(137. 5), with cognate accusative, may suggest 5aKpt)ovai . . . oXiya
<6(XKp\)a>, which would resolve the lacuna in L noted in Pack's apparatus.
75. 11-12 eTrdyev • - • eA-eyxei L: enayovoiv . . . eXeyxovow V: Ar
"they indicate . . . they bring to light" (138. 13); this more likely reflects V,
which should be followed.
75. 17 ormaivo\)oiv L: ori|iaivo-uoiv r\ xd ye vt)v e^7ii^6|ieva o\)
xeX,eiov)aiv VAr ("indicates ... or that what they hope for will not be
accomplished for them" [139. 6-8]), which should be read.
76. 4 "ndri: Ar "also" (140. 2), which may reflect exi; see Pack III, 310.
76. 5 After Poeia, Ar adds "it indicates toil" (140. 2), reflecting
Hercher's conjecture of |36eia <7covripd> (see Pack III, 310), or perhaps
more likely <|io%0ripd>; cf. 169. 15 (Ar 303. 14), where \ioxQr\pbq is
similarly rendered.
76. 18 o'vxcoq hub 6\)/onoi(bv: Ar "as cooks prepare it" (141. 2); this
reflects Festugiere's emendation: oijxcoc; <(i)q> vnb 6\)/07ioicbv (75 n. 21).
76. 24-77. 2 o ye . . . 7rapa|i£V£it: Ar "for he does not eat the meat of a
man from the people of his house, and it indicates that he himself will be
satisfied and will not need and that which is eaten will starve, because
everything that is eaten is destroyed" (141. 9-11). Pack (per litteras)
corrects (paycbv (76. 24) to cpayoDv. Endress and Gutas (241) propose the
following Vorlage for Ar: ox> ye xivoq xcov oiKeicDV ecpaye odpKaq- Kai xov.
6v e(paye KaxaKopeaGai Kai a-uxov xe o\)hzv<bc, 6eio0ai, xov 5e PpooGevxa
X,i|aa)O0eiv oxi o\)6ev> |ieya xcov eoGio^evcov 7capa|ievei; the possibility of
a homoioteleuton error is tempting, but it is hard to imagine why
Artemidorus would have written anything so redundant as avhpbq o\>
yvcop{|iot) o-uSe oiKeiov, ercel oiS ye xivoq xqv oiKeicov e(paye odpKctc;.
Reiske suggested |ieya <|aexd> xov eo0i6^evov Trapaiievei; Festugiere (76
n. 23) omits i^eya from this, and Schwabl (I, 87) has a similar suggestion:
. . . a-uxoq hr\ ov) 6tiv |iexd xov ea0i6|j.evov Tiapaiaevei. In this Schwabl
hears an echo of Homeric language ("vgl. II. 6, 131 und 139 f., auch 5,
407"), which may account in part for Ar's difficulty with the passage.
77. 2 eiKoq ye: Ar "and especially because" (141. 11), which may
reflect eiKoq ye oxi; cf. Hercher's eiKoc; ydp oxi.
77. 7 xo\)q K66a<;: Ar "the foot of the child" (142. 3), i.e. perhaps xohc,
K65aq <xo\) 7iai56(;>.
77. 1 1 dyaOai: Ar "very good" (142. 5), perhaps <navxeA.a>(;> dyaOai
(cf. 76. 15 [Ar 140. 15]) or <o(p65pa> dyaBm (cf. 109. 2 [Ar 201. 4]).
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77. 16 r\ 6iKa)v: Ar "who themselves procured it" (142. 10); Schwab!
(V, 250-52) suggests reading eiSiKwv or i6iKcov.
78. 5 -UTto . . . Texfi%9ai: Ar "another than he subdues him, just as salted
fish is pressed" (143. 15-16). Browne (II, 274) suggests a Vorlage of «»(;>
i)(p' <aA.cov> Twv aXXdiv xetfixOai. Schwabl (V, 252-53), it should be
noted, demurs.
78. 7 ornLiaivo-uai: expanded by Ar to "it is bad, indicating" (144. 5),
possibly . . . x£T\)p(onevoi <KaKol Kai>66A,ov kxX (78. 6-7).
78. 13 Before KarcTidpecov, Ar adds "vinegar-sauce and" (144. 12),
perhaps <6^ecov Kai> KanTidpecov.
78. 20 After (pi^^oveiKiaq, Ar adds "and shouting" (145. 7); see
Schmitt, 436. Possibly Ar read (piA-oveiKiaq <Kal xapaxd(;>; cf. 78. 23 (Ar
145. 10).
79. 19 npooKaipovq: Ar "in its time" (146. 13); see Schmitt, 408. Fahd
(146 n. 12) compares Hercher's conjecture, <Kaxd |iev xtiv (6pav>. Robert
{Hellenica: Recueil d'epigraphic, de numismatique et d' antiquites grecques
XII [Paris 1960] 602) suggests npbq Kaipov, and Pack (I, 318 n. 15) notes
perhaps the most likely possibility, <Kaxd fiev xov Kaip6v>.
80. 2 Tioxov: Ar "a sweet beverage" (147. 6-7), possibly <'n5i)> Ttoxov;
cf. 21.9(Ar41.3).
80. 23 After xa^Jxa, Ar adds "benefits and" (148. 16). Browne (III,
180) suggests that the archetype read ... 6 xpiKOvq <r\> r\ {oTr\ <r]>) ecxia,
eiq xaijxa <xfiv (xxpeXeiav Kai> xtiv P^dpriv . .
.
81. 23-25 ov . . . ctKobwov. simplified by Ar to "do not dance except
from joy and sufficiency" (150. 9-10); the corrupt tdpxfit may have
suggested a form of dpKeco to Ar, but more likely Ar supports Festugiere's
xfiv dpxTiv <xfi Yaoxpi> (80 n. 1); see also Endress and Gutas, 253.
81. 27-82. 1 7iapa9povfiaai Kal 7iapaK6\|/ai: Ar "prolongation of the
illness" (82. 12). Ar has omitted Jiapacppovfjaai Kal (which is probably an
intrusive gloss; note the absence of Kal in L), and understood KapaK6\|/av
as 7tpoK6v|/ai.
82. 13 After 6 opxriaxric;, Ar adds "as long as he dances" (151. 14),
possibly <6pxo'U|ievo<; (± |iev)>.
82. 18 7ioio\)vxai: Ar "it indicates" (152. 2); this seems to support
Hercher's emendation, [lavxeijexai.
84. 4 xaxd . . . Kaipov: Ar "not in the season in which there are roses,
they are bad, and if one sees them in the season of roses" (156. 4-5); see
Rosenthal, 143 and Pack I, 318, who suggests jrapd (sic LVAr) |j,ev xov
Kaipov <KaKo{, Kaxd 5e xov Kaip6v> Tidaiv dyaOol.
86. 12 5ea|id . . . e^iKaq: Ar "they are bad because of their
envelopment" (159. 15); Browne (through personal communication)
suggests a Vorlage of d|ia (cf. L) <KaKd> orifiaivei kxA,.
87. 19 XQv exaipwv [read exaipcov; see Schwabl II, 157]: Ar "than
those who stand in the brothels" (161. 16); Browne (I, 210) suggests a
Vorlage of xcov exaipcov <xcov mi Kopveiai; eax(oocov> kx^.
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89. 9 For arniavxiKov read arjiLiavtiKov.
89. 10 <Tiva>: Ar "a slave" (164. 11), i.e. perhaps <Tiva 6o\)^ov>; cf.
Del Corno I, 677.
90. 9 <ex0pav> Hercher Ar ("treat as an enemy" [166. 2]): x^pav LV.
Since the word is present, if only in Ar, for <£x9pav> read exGpav.
90. 18 Before 8ia xr\q oiKO\)p{a<;, Ar adds "filled her mother's place
and" (166. 11); Browne (III, 181) suggests a Vorlage of <6iq r\ ea\jxfi(;
|iTiTTip> 5ia ktA,; Endress and Gutas (337) favor <c6a7tep ri |aT)xTip> 5ia kt/L
91.4 For d{ppo6i0icov read d(ppo6ia{(ov.
91. 17 <6 ydp> Hercher: Ar "and the" (168. 10); Browne (I, 210)
suggests a Vorlage of <6 6e>.
93. 5-6 Before Kal, Ar adds "because the land is like the mother" (171.
3). Browne suggests (through personal communication) that Ar may have
read etti (cf. V) xfiv oiKetav <coq |iT|xepa> dvaKO|xia9ri0exai. But the
additional phrase may have been suggested by 93. 26-21.
93. 21 [exi (ETiei L) . . . PePA,T|pevr|], deleted by Hercher, is not omitted
by Ar ("because of its shame and the shame of the like of this sleep" [172.
1-2]). Ar read enel, with L, and interpreted -UKXia as if it were from vnvoq.
The text should include enel, and exi should be relegated to the apparatus.
94. 9 Tiav . . . Konov: Ar here follows V (6 |j.ev . . . yiveaOai): "every
pain and toil [an expansion of 6 }iev novoq] befalls the woman, and the man
continues without effort, and pleasure takes possession of him [a
simplification of dcTioxexaiieva) . . . xepjieoGai], and his toil becomes less
[cf. Reiske's lixxovac;] in the like of this position, for it is without
movement from the man" (172. 14-173. 1). The text should read 6 |iev
Kovoq mpi xfjv 0TiA,eiav, xw dppevi a\)|i(3a{vei cxTipdyiiovi Kal
dcTroxexaiievcp Ti6ea0ai Kal xepTieaGai. d?i^d Kal iixxovaq xovq tiovo-uc;
TTOiei xot)xo x6 axfjiia 8id x6 x^pk oaA,et)pdxcov yvveaOai.
94. 18 oKioOev L: ojiioGev TiapavaTilTixei coq K6.iir\koq Kal Kvveq xd 6e
dvcoGev VAr ("when they have intercourse, have intercourse on their back,
like the camels, and some of them as to the fact that the male is above the
female" [173. 13-15], i.e. Ar om. Kal Kijvec;). The text should follow V.
95. 15 xo\) . . . (^xXiaq: Ar "his love to her [i.e. V's a\)x5)], and the
invalidation of the marriage" (175. 5), i.e. inversion. Ar probably read Kal,
with V, rather than r\, with L. V should be followed in both points.
96. 9-10 5id axoiiaxoq: Ar "in their mouths" (176. 12), suggesting a
Vorlage of 6id xoiJ ox6^iaxo<;, with V.
96. 22 OTJK exovxe(; V: aq o\) Kaxeaxov LAr "whom they did not
expect" (177. 14), which should be read.
97. 10 Tiepalvri L: Ttepalveiv 5oKfi V: Ar "sees . . . that she has
intercourse" (178. 11), probably reflecting V.
97. 12 After yvvx], Ar adds "is married and" (178. 15). Browne (II,
275) suggests restoring the Vorlage as . . . yuvfi <dv5pa exo\)aa> or . . .
Y\)vfi <YeYa|xrmevri>.
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98. 6 5e Tiepaweiv L: Trepaweiv ovv V: Ar j (180. 15), which more
likely reflects ovv; cf. Schmitt, 293 and 382.
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